FICTION  All fiction titles are shelved by the author’s name. Some titles are also available as audiobooks or ebooks
Alvarez, J.  How Tia Lola Came to Visit/Stay  Also available as Cuando Tia Lola vino de visita a quedarse [R]
Applegate, K.  The One and Only Ivan  Ivan, a captive gorilla, decides to help a baby elephant find a better life [S]
Avi  The Good Dog  A dog must choose between life with his humans or with a wolf pack [S]
Bass, P.  The Zero Degree Zombie Zone  Can Bakari keep frozen zombies from taking over his school? [Q]
Blume, J.  Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing  Peter must deal with his demanding two-year-old brother [Q]
Brown, P.  The Wild Robot  A robot washes ashore on an island and must learn to survive [R]
Clements, A.  Lunch Money  Greg creates a series of comic books and tries to sell them at school  [R]
Coville, B.  The Monster's Ring  A boy who is bullied gets a magic ring and the ability to turn into a monster [R]
Dahl, R.  Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  Charlie tries to win a coveted ticket to tour the magical factory [R]
Davies, J.  Lemonade War  Evan and his sister, Jesse, each try to be the first to earn 100 dollars [S]
Fleischman, S.  Bandit’s Moon  A girl meets Joaquín Murieta during the Gold Rush
Frazier, S.  Cleo Edison Oliver, Playground Millionaire  Cleo is full of money-making ideas, but things get complicated [R]
Funke, C.  Dragon Rider  A silver dragon is joined by others in a quest to find the legendary valley [V]
Gino, A.  George  George knows she's really a girl, even though everyone sees her as a boy
Gutman, D.  Roberto and Me [Baseball Card Adventure]  Joe travels through time to save Roberto Clemente's life [T]
Jennings, P.  We Can’t All Be Rattlesnakes  A snake's-eye view of human weaknesses  [R]
Johnson, T.  Sled Dog School  Matt sets up a business teaching dog mushing in order to improve his math grade
Kelly, M.  Project Blastoff [Astrotwins]  Twins Mark and Scott decide to build a rocket to space
Krishnaswami, U.  Step up the to Plate, Maria Singh  Unfair laws prevent Maria's father from owning the land they farm
Larson, K.  Dash  Mitsu’s dog becomes her connection to her old life before the war
Levine, G.  The Princess Test [Princess Tales]  Lorelei must prove that she is a true princess to marry the prince [P]
Lin, G.  The Year of the Dog  At Chinese New Year, Pacy resolves to find her true talent in life [Q]
Lombard, J.  Drita, My Homegirl  Drita, a refugee from Kosovo, moves to New York and finds a friend [Q]
Martin, A.  Doll People  A family of porcelain dolls is surprised when a family of plastic dolls arrives [S]
Patterson, J.  Word of Mouse  A genetically engineered blue mouse escapes the lab  [U]
Park, L.  Archer’s Quest  Kevin helps a king of ancient Korea, return to his own time.  [P]
Perkins, M.  Rickshaw Girl  In her Bangladesh village, Naima excels at painting designs called alpanas [R]
Reeve, P.  Carnival in a Fix  Emily must save her outer space amusement park home from being shut down
Ryan, P.  Riding Freedom  Charlotte poses as a boy and becomes a stagecoach driver in California [P]
Sachar, L.  Sideways Stories from Wayside School  Funny tales from a school accidentally built sideways [P]
Salisbury, G.  Calvin Coconut: Trouble Magnet  Calvin catches the attention of the school bully. Set in Hawaii
Selfors, S.  The Imaginary Veterinary [The Sasquatch Escape]  Ben’s cat brings home … a baby dragon? [Q]
Siegal, I.  Big News! [Emma on the Air]  Emma Perez finds journalism, mystery solving, and fame [O]
Stoudemire, A.  Slam Dunk [STAT Standing Tall and Talented]  Amar’e sets a goal for his basketball playing [V]
Tarshis, L.  Hurricane Katrina, 2005 [I Survived]  Barry’s family is forced to wait out the hurricane at home [Q]
Williams-Garcia, R.  Clayton Byrd Goes Underground  Clayton runs away in the hope of joining other bluesmen [V]
Wissinger, T.  Gone Camping: A Novel in Verse  A fun family camping trip is told in a variety of poetic forms
Woods, B.  Zoe in Wonderland  Doc Reindeer’s Exotic Plant Wonderland is Zoe’s home and favorite place [T]
Yep, L.  Earth Dragon Awakes  Friends Henry and Chin must survive the 1906 San Francisco earthquake [Q]

California-interest titles are indicated with the grizzly bear icon 🐻
GRAPHIC NOVELS (Fiction)
Bell, C.  
*El Deafo*  
*Cece’s hearing aid empowers her to see herself as the superhero, El Deafo*  
[X]
Dávila, C.  
*Luz Sees the Light*  
*Luz sets her heart on transforming her fossil-fueled world*
Pilkey, D.  
*Dog Man*  
*A crimefighter faces off against his arch nemesis Petey the cat*  
P[]
Winick, J.  
*Hilo: The Boy Who Crashed to Earth*  
*D.J. discovers a mysterious boy who has lost his memory*  
[O]
Doerrfeld, C.  
*Believe Your Eyes [Cici the Fairy]*  
*Cici inds out from her grandma that she is a fairy*

NON-FICTION  
*Titles are arranged by call number (subject).” GN” indicates Non-Fiction Graphic Novel section*

Social Studies and Language
304.6 Sm544i  
*If the World Were a Village: A Book about the World’s People*  
*[CitizenKid]*  
/Smith, D.
332.4 Ad59m  
*Money Madness*  
/Adler, D.  
[M]
428.23 P968p  
*Punctuation Takes a Vacation*  
/Pulver, R.  
[M]

Folklore
398.2 L5122b  
*Beauty and the Beast: A Retelling*  
/Lee, H.
398.2 Sa54t3  
*Two Bear Cubs: A Miwok Legend from California’s Yosemite Valley*  

398.2 L846f  
*Fire Race: A Karuk Coyote Tale*  
/London, J.
398.2 Sh19s  
*Stories to Solve: Folktales from Around the World*  
/Shannon, G.
SPA 398.2 H327L  
*La Llorona The Weeping Woman: An Hispanic Legend Told in Spanish and English*  
/Hayes, J.

Science and Technology
516.15 G578i  
*I See a Pattern Here*  
/Goldstone, B.
560.97 Cun  
*Bay Area Through Time*  
/Cunningham, L.
577.1 Sch95r  
*Rotten Pumpkin*  
/Schwartz, D.
579 D288t  
*Tiny Creatures : the World of Microbes*  
/Davies, N.
597.3 R812n  
*Neighborhood Sharks*  
/Roy, K.
599.773 G293w  
*The Wolves are Back*  
/George, J.
613.9 Silverberg  
*Sex Is a Funny Word: A Book about Bodies, Feelings, and YOU*  
/Silverberg, C.
629.454 F651m  
*Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11*  
/Floca, B.
636.7 G293h  
*How to Talk to Your Dog*  
/George, J.

Arts, Poetry, Entertainment, and Sports
736.98 H198c  
*Cool Paper Folding*  
/Hanson, A.
751.4 L979o  
*1 2 3 I Can Paint*  
/Luxbacher, I.
796.52 Her  
*Climbing Everest*  
/Herman, G.
883 Os17x  
*Tales from the Odyssey (Part 1 and Part 2)*  
/Osborne, M.  
[S]

History and Biography
362.7 C651s  
*Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes*  
/Coerr, E.  
[R]
720.973 M822m  
*Julia Morgan Built a Castle*  
/Mannis, C.
759.97 K121n  
*Me, Frida: Frida Kahlo in San Francisco*  
/Novesky, A.
796.357 R563h  
*Who Was Jackie Robinson?*  
/Herman, G.  
[P]
917.98 M896s  
*Stickeen: John Muir and the Brave Little Dog*  

920 C398k  
*Harvesting Hope: The Story of Cesar Chavez*  
/Krull, K.  
[S]
920 CHOI  
*Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix*  
/Martin, J.
920 Sa299s  
*Saladin: Noble Prince of Islam*  
/Stanley, D.
970.2 Se64r  
*Sequoyah: The Cherokee Man Who Gave His People Writing*  
/Rumford, J.
979.404 B812g  
*Gold! Gold from the American River!*  
/Brown, D.
979.447 R727c  
*The Camping Trip that Changed America*  
/Rosenstock, B.  
[Q]
GN 920 STRAUSS  
*Levi Strauss and Blue Jeans*  
/ Olson, N.
979.4 W119s  
*Survival in the Snow*  
/Wadsworth, G.  
[M]